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About This Game

Futuridium EP Deluxe is a psychedelic retro inspired shoot’em up with a modern twist, that blends together frantic action,
puzzle elements, a vibrant low poly aesthetic and an heart pumping electronic soundtrack. As a lone starship pilot lost in a

dimensional loop just before a big space battle, with a limited and constantly depleting energy tank, your only hope is to fly as
fast as possible over enormous space dreadnoughts, destroying their defenses and the cyan power cubes to get some energy

back.

Try to escape the infinite loop of Futuridium: you can count only on your reflexes, your dual lasers, the nimbleness of your
starship and... the ability to turn 180° on the spot! Can you beat all the 50 levels, the 5 bosses, unlock all the extra game modes

and collect the 150 medals?
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Good luck! You’ll need it...
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If you are a decent human being, in order to like this game, you have to ignore the fact that you play a creepy stalker who wants
to ruin the marriage of a woman he has never even talked to.... Most of the positive reviews of this game are joke reviews and
some of the negative reviews complain about the adult aspects of the game I am going to try to give an objective informational
review so you can make a good choice for you as to if you want this game or not .
The reason my review is negative is a personal view based on game play . that has nothing to do with the nudity or sexual
content of this game .

 I hate censorship with a passion however .

The first thing you need to know about twins of the pasture is this is not a game for children . As a matter of fact do not let any
children you are in charge of read any further than this sentence Unless you are ok with discussing sexual matters of a possible
deviant nature with said child I will try not to be to graphic .But I feel in order to describe the product I am going to be using
some words of a sexual nature

 Story line and game play
Before i get into discussing the sexual aspects of the game lets talk about.
The basic story line and mechanics of the game .

the game story line is
  Two girls are left alone on a farm by their parents and that the parents took on a large debt using the house that the girls are
living in for the loan . The girls have to pay off the debt or they will lose there home.

Game pay
  you switch between the two characters to click on various things to take action. For example you click on the cow to milk it
click on the hay to pick it up and so on . . or to move your character in the game
game play is not hard all of it can be done with a mouse with one hand .

  My major reason for recommending against this game Two things I found very annoying about this game

 1 the fact that i had to replay certain scenes over and over again in order to advance game play in order to get the money to pay
down the debt .
certain scenes i must have seen about 300 times. even though i left them on auto play I still wanted to know when they ended .

2 every time I took some action there was the same sound indicator that i had taken the action that sounded like the bong bong
sound of an electronic doorbell.
so i was listening to this electronic bong bong doorbell type sound over and over again .

Sexual aspects of the game .

Now lets talk about the type of Hentai game I think this is and what aside
from cartoon female nudity is in the game.
So you can decide if this game is something you may like .
 without getting to graphic.

This is what is known i believe in hentai circles as a weak female protagonist game

these games usually center around the idea of Erotic humiliation of the weak female protagonist . Being a fantasy the
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humiliation of the female just happens usually without her consent . Resulting in her taking the emotional pain of the
humiliating act and turning it into sexual arousal .

These types of hentai games by their very nature tend to be repetitive
usually cycling a series of humiliating acts. The idea being I think that the weak female protagonist is being broken down untill
she acepts her deviant nature . .

As i said for me this game had a bit to many repetitve scenes in it .

 I hope that gives you enough information. that you can make a choice that is right for you . I would recommend buying this
thing on sale .. Little King's Story is a game released in 2009 and was exclusive to Wii. It's a charming little game with great
music and "Pikmin-esque" gameplay, while not being as challenging. I played the original game and after playing this version, I
can say this is pretty much the same package that players got on the Wii, for better or worse.

The controls are kind of annoying, and if you have one I would strongly recommend using a controller so you don't have to bend
your hands across the keyboard. The camera turning is slow, but not much of an issue since you won't find UMA (monsters)
hiding behind walls often. The movement is 8 directional like the original Wii version. Sometimes you might struggle with
aiming, but your aiming line often snaps onto targets just by being near them. Along with this I've had some audio issues with
my Dolby headphones and had to use the system speakers in order to hear the game, and there were a few times where I had
frame drops (which isn't saying much since I'm using a subpar laptop). The game speed is also locked to the framerate, meaning
that forcing the framerate to go above the original 30FPS will actually speed the game up. If you can learn to use the controls,
get around frame and audio issues and start the game, you've got yourself a decent game.

The game plays out in a story mode, where you must travel the land, defeat guardians and kings and expand your kingdom for
total world domination. Throughout this you can unlock new professions for your people, allowing you to progress further
through the game or trivialise certain enemies/obstacles. You can take an increasing amount (initially 5, but that quickly
increases to about 15 and then eventually 30) of townsfolk and order them to fight or work for you. Most of your entourage will
be made up of grunts and warriors, while your other men would allow you to dig for Bol (the currency), chop fallen logs and
mine rocks. Some of these people have special abilities, such as Miners being able to crack large boulders and instantly kill rock
monsters, while Chefs can quickly dispatch chickens. All of these people, including yourself, have a certain amount of hit
points, and when it reaches zero, that person dies. The game is pretty forgiving though, since the recently deceased have a fairly
high chance of showing up again on the beach the next day.

Don't take this game for face value, it does get really weird down the line. You'll be subjected to (STORY SPOILERS)multiple,
mostly narcissistic and very eccentric kings such as King Duvroc, a heavy drinker who spews burning hot liquid and freezing
cold mist from drinking too much, King T.V. Dinnah, a literal television who is also the host of many self-broadcasted channels,
and King Jumbo Champloon, an eraser. You also acquire multiple wives throughout the story and then have to divorce all but
one at the end, only for her to become VORED BY A GIANT RAT. It's kind of messed up, but that's okay because (MORE
SPOILERS)it was all part of your imagination anyway. Don't get me wrong though, the buildup to it was really clever.

I'd personally recommend buying this on the Wii/Wii U, but if you don't own either of those, this is the closest you're going to
get and you should definitely get it.. 10\/10 would watch again. Not the worst way to waste $3.

Ruffled my jimmies a little bit, but you know the monster is around once it plays an alert sound. Otherwise, it isn't scary. You
just don't know where the heck you're going.. Trash. Better get Urban Terror.. While I gave this game a positiv review at the
start, I really have to switch to negative now. It was a great Idea, but nothing is happening here. The game is still very basic.

My original review:
I really like it!

Pro:
- Magic the Gathering in VR! ... you know what I mean ;D
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- the basics work and even if it is a bit rough around the edges you can see a good foundation for future updates

Con:
- totally ea, dont expect a full game, all you can do at the moment is a basic quickmatch against the ai without deckbuilding
(there is around a dozen cards)

It is a nice start, the content on release day will probably not entertain you for more then 20-30 minutes. You can summon some
creatures, cast some nice damage and armor spells, shot some arrows...sounds great right, but this really needs more content.
Anyway, if you are like me, this is one of the concepts I dreamed of when buying my VR-headset. I dont regret my purchase at
all and am eagerly waiting for the next update.

Sorry for any spelling or grammar mistakes, I am not a native speaker.
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How to play:
1) Press Start
2) Click Options - set sound & music to off, text speed to fast
3) do something else for an hour, and bam you have 10 achievements. Enjoyed the Marine campaign, which is all I bought it
for. Worth the couple of quid.. I wouldn't pay for this, came bundled with the game.. Boring. No missions, no campaign. Just
free play with two new animals, you'll only get dragons and unicorns. All of them (caugh) come in two different colors.. Quite
easy but fun puzzle game with action choices that affect the game's outcome. Has similar feeling as Rusty Lake series which I
enjoyed a lot too.. Grass Max is auto multiplayer destruction arrange redirection. You can drive an old, eroded auto and - now it
will be particular - you have to assemble grass. Like a lawnmower. Opponents can take your grass by pummeling you or pushing
you outside of the guide.

Weapons
In the first place weapon is your auto. Second weapon is "push" limit and you can push diverse cars away... Besides, weapon is
"turbo" limit which can make your auto speedier for little time.

Taking
Taking is really key expert in this preoccupation. You can take grass from the pioneer by hitting him with your auto, or you can
take from any player you push out of the guide (or drive him to reset by whatever different means). Basically it's incredible
procedure to pay special mind to a pioneer (set apart with a system and a noteworthy, red jolt) and endeavor to take however
much grass from him as could sensibly be relied upon while furthermore endeavoring to cut more grass beginning from the most
punctual stage.

Playing as Leader
If you are the lead player you are in troublesome position since each and every other player need to seek after you and take your
important grass. You need to ride quickly and you need to move whimsically to keep up a vital separation from your enemies.

Music
Besides, metal music suits in consumed, old, muddled and rank cars greatly.

(All reviews are retrieved from the Internet and piped through a succession of synonym tools three times both for humour and to
save time. In my religion, this is known as Art(TM), but you can call it "Threewording"). This game doesn't even open. Using
windows 10 on Surface Pro 2.

REVISED: Reverted back to Windows 8 and it works fine now. Great Game. It's okay I suppose. There are invisible walls
restricting how far one can go. The world looks bigger than it really is. One simply cannot teleport past them. Walk down the
railroad tracks and you bump into it. Walk a few feet away on either side and you bump into it. There really isn't much to walk
to.

Also, the undersea seems to limit where you can teleport and the fish swim through boulders. It's pretty, it just needs some
work. It was the most difficult to traverse of all.

I think it needs more openness and work. Otherwise your relaxing walk is no more than a few minutes.

. The game is in early access
Buy Rimworld if you are looking for a fun community survival game. This game has a lot of game breaking bugs that will just
ruin your play-through and experiences to be of any use other than to just test.
People get stuck on top of walls when creating rooms, and by the time you are told, they are already dying of thirst or hunger,
and even capping carpenter out and putting in some ladders does no guarantee you don't have to load your last autosave from 30
minutes prior.
The lack of control and feedback when selecting characters is also very clunky. Feels very DOS, left clicking just deselects, and
right clicking supposedly tells them to move, but again with no feedback, it just feels terrible to deal with.

The research, furniture, appliances, equipment and just about everything else feels VERY alpha, with about 5% of the expected
items in a $25 game.
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The squad and battle mechanic feels very clunky, and with just small floating numbers signaling the damage done by all parties
involved. The game has room for and should really have a more engaging combat system to hold the player's attention more than
just being a bother as it is now.. The decal one is not bad. Except that, This is the worst paint job pack scs software has ever
done.
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